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Making biomedical data and knowledge
work for precision medicine

Electronic health records
(EHRs) capture
observations on millions
of individuals daily

By 2025, sequencing will
routinely generate 1
zettabyte of data
annually

New sources of data, like
mHealth, are providing
insight into behaviors in
real-world environments

In this era of digital biomedicine, an
unprecedented amount of data is
being collected.
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Current clinical
diagnostic imaging
produces over 1 exabyte
of data each year
medical imaging

INFORMATICS

Verily Life Sciences
launched a longitudinal
study of 10,00 subjects

NIH launched the
Precision Medicine
Initiative Cohort Program
for 1 million individuals

UCLA has launched
efforts to sequence and
deep phenotype more
than 100,000 patients

This ability to create a comprehensive
view of the individual is driving
precision medicine.

In 2014, more than 1,500
active biological databases
covering omics, proteins,
pathways, etc.

We are also producing large
volumes of new biomedical
knowledge.
The number of
publications indexed by
PubMed has almost
doubled since 2004

The 2011 Institute of
Medicine (IOM) report,
Toward Precision Medicine,
recognized this need

Bringing together all of this data
and knowledge is key to enabling
discovery and the full promise of
precision medicine.
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Translating insights from data
science into usable knowledge and
clinical practice is challenging.

Integration
Combining
what we have
and what we
know

How do we automatically
connect across biomedical
data and knowledge silos?
biological data

Integration

Prediction

Usability

Combining
what we have
and what we
know

Building a
better model

Employing our
tools to effect
change

EHR

PPI
Gene co-expression
Genetic interaction
Imaging
…

Endotype discovery

Subgroups and new classifications
-omics

outcomes

adding constraints to
limit search space and
ensure consistency

Predictive models

Combining data to inform decisions

pathways

heart disease

clinical studies

health outcomes

knowledge
bases

mHealth
imaging

medical records

New knowledge and
avenues of discovery

heterogeneous
data

association
models

disease
outcome

siol | sparse group lasso | multi-task lasso

building knowledge graphs

building knowledge graphs

signs & symptoms
from the EHR
quantitative
imaging features

signs &
symptoms

imaging

Several computational
challenges exist
•

proteins and
transcriptomic
biomarkers

•
•

protein
gene

Organizing and managing
uncertainty and incomplete
data in high dimensional spaces
Analyzing heterogeneous data
Learning with limited or no prior
knowledge of the domain(s)

genomic
biomarkers
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building knowledge graphs
New scalable methods
for feature extraction
from unstructured data
NLP, topic modeling, semantic
analysis
Signal and image analysis
methods

•
signs &
symptoms

imaging

•

Cutting-edge methods
for relation discovery in
heterogeneous
information networks

protein
gene

Meta-path and meta-structure
algorithms
Multi-view clustering and
network-embedded mining

•
•

concept disambiguation
text corpora (research papers, etc.)

Mdm2

…show that Mdm2 gene is also regulated by the Ras…
…Cys118 has been shown to activate Ras by enhancing…
…Patients suffering from Ras are excluded from treatment…
…p53 was detected after immunoprecipitation with PAb421…
…oncogenic Ras and p53 cooperate to induce cellular….
…Mdm2 promotes the rapid degradation of p53…
…Mdm2 was acting to inhibit p53 transactivation…

promotes the rapid degradation of

is regulated by

was acting to inhibit

protein

?(gene)

Ras

p53

…and…
?(disease)

associates with
?(protein)

p90

patients suffering with
was transfected with

?(cell)

was detected after immunoprecipitation with

H1299

RA3-2C2

PAb421

antibody

?(antibody)

…or…

carrier

Unified Medical
Language System

general kb and biomedical ontologies
concept disambiguation

amino acid

protein

diseases

diff syndromes

chemicals and
drugs

oncogene

EHRs, published literature, and social
media contain a wealth of untapped
insight, often in the form of
(unstructured) free-text.
RadACC: Applications
include assessment of
radiologist performance
over time, given different
types of cases

While early intervention
with thrombolytic
agents and clot retrieval
improves outcomes in
many stroke patients, it
is unclear which
individuals will benefit
from which treatment

Ras
retinoic acid
syndrome

retinoic acid
syndrome

concept type discovery

 Imaging feature analysis
 Bi-convolution neural network (bi-CNN) that
attempts to learn the fate of affected tissue
 Three layer architecture (convolution, map
stacking, fully-connected) to predict CBV, CBF,
MTT, Tmax

 NLP methods to extract findings from
clinical notes (e.g., presenting
symptoms, past medical history,
outcomes)
 Influence diagram for decision support

Predicted areas of tissue death/penumbra

Pretreatment perfusion weighted imaging (PWI)

Topic models provide an
unsupervised statistical
method for discovery of
common concepts
within large corpora

proto-oncogene
proteins p21

improving stroke treatment
Construction of an
observational,
standardized database
with UCLA Stroke
Center

Active learning is being
applied to enhance
classifier training in the
NLP space, selecting
high-value examples for
annotation

improving stroke treatment

concept relational network

protein

Biomedical NLP
continues to be an active
area of research,
especially around
context, coreference, and
disambiguation

What relations do we already know?

How do we take advantage of the
knowledge contained in published
studies and clinical trials?
Which study is relevant for a given patient?

Images courtesy of Corey Arnold, Johnny Ho

A Temporal Deep Learning Approach for MR Perfusion Parameter Estimation in Stroke, ICPR 2016
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mapping biomedical literature
context

biological relationship

context

population characteristics
intervention method
study type

no intervention
positive/negative manipulation
mediation

excitatory
inhibitory
no connection

observation method
study design
reproducibility

intervention

agent

target

outcome

Prediction
Building a
better model

How do we use integrated
data to inform improved
predictive models for
healthcare?

clinical relationship

The MedicineMaps project is building a software framework for
extracting relationships and context from biomedical literature.
•
•

Provides a systematic means for weighing the strength of evidence for a relation.
Enable discovery of which studies are relevant to a given patient based on matching
characteristics (i.e., evidence-based medicine).

Prediction
Building a
better model

Machine learning methods
are commonplace, and we
can readily generate
classifiers and models…but
are they used clinically?

Predictive models rarely perform
as well when applied in new
clinical environments.

Real-world observations are
noisy and sparse.
The context and provenance of
the dataset and model are often
incompletely described.
What is the reproducibility of
prognostic models for brain
cancer (glioblastoma multiforme)
patients seen at UCLA?
• Unclear/different semantics
around predictive model variables.
• Differences in patient populations
(and its impact) is not well-defined.
• Statistical methods to
parameterize models are often
unreproducible.

Predictive models rarely perform
as well when applied in new
clinical environments.

Diseases are complex, evolving
entities, and phenotypes change
over time and across subgroups.

Predictive models rarely perform
as well when applied in new
clinical environments.
• New ways of sharing data that
enable comparisons of models
on new datasets.
• New shared predictive
modeling repository that
captures provenance.
• New methods for identifying
portions of probabilistic
models that can be “shared.”
• Multi-modal biomarkers.

Real-world observations are
noisy and sparse.
The context and provenance of
the dataset and model are often
incompletely described.

transportability theory
Age

SA

Metagene

SK
Karnofsky
Performance Score
(KPS)

trivially
transportable

calibration
adjustment

Time to
survival
(TTS)

partial
adjustment

nontransportable

Work with William Hsu, Kyle Singleton

Motivating the additional use of external validity: Examining transportability in a model of glioblastoma multiforme. AMIA 2014
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Diseases are complex, evolving
entities, and phenotypes change
over time and across subgroups.

A static model is not likely to
accurately represent a disease.
The behavior of a disease is
often more informative than a
single point in time.

Diseases are complex, evolving
entities, and phenotypes change
over time and across subgroups.

Models incorporating time are
computationally challenging.

diagnosis/treatment

screening

infrequent data
collection

no
disease

high-risk, increased
monitoring

measurable disease, more
frequent monitoring

pre-disease state,
asymptomatic

indolent
disease

intervention, high
frequency monitoring
to assess response

disease,
symptomatic

long-term outcomes
resolution,
less
frequency

treatment

return to
minimal
monitoring

survival,
sequelae

A static model is not likely to
accurately represent a disease.
The behavior of a disease is
often more informative than a
single point in time.
Models incorporating time are
computationally challenging.

• New continuous time models
to handle real-world data,
integrating new observations.
• Exploring constraint-based
approaches to optimize
sequential decision-making
processes.
• Methods to understand when
models need to be retrained
over time.

High
risk

Screen in
6 months

b1
Updated
belief

≥0
Screen in 12 months

b0
Initial
belief

Low
risk

<0

Perform full
diagnostic test

Screen in 12 months

Screen in 24 months

For each individual, can we
determine the set of decisions over
time that maximizes quality of life
while minimizing observations?

helping patients understand

How do we use our models
and tools to improve
healthcare?

Usability
Employing our
tools to effect
change

The vast majority of Americans now go online to
understand their health. But do they understand their
medical records and results?

helping patients understand

https://www.mii.ucla.edu/rumi

UCLA Lung Cancer Portal

My Patient Portal

UCLA Lung Cancer Program
David Geffen School of
Medicine

Welcome back, Mr. Anderson. The information on this page has been personalized based on
information from your current medical record, physician, and past preferences.
Your oncologist: Dr. Jay Lee, MD | Schedule an appointment | Send e-mail | Site assistance | Logout
My history

You can click on any part of the diagram below to see any related medical documents and explore how decisions were
made. Use the options on the left to add/remove information, including drugs, labs, and other clinical data.
View your past and
current medications
View your past
laboratory reports
View your past
imaging studies and
radiology reports

View your past
consultations
View your past
clinical
encounters

4/11/2011: Your symptoms
included fatigue, shortness of
breath and a persistent cough
with blood (hemoptysis)

PCP visit

4/23/2011: A procedure (biopsy) was schedule to extract a
sample of tissue from the mass in your lung. A pathologist
looked at the tissue cells under a microscope and
classified the mass as an early non-small cell lung cancer
(Stage IIA) tumor.

Imaging
study

Lung
biopsy

4/13/2011: Your doctor ordered a
computed tomography (CT) imaging
study of your chest. A radiologist found
a suspicious mass in the right lung.

Surgical
consult

5/13/2011: You were scheduled
for surgery to remove the mass
from your right lung. The entire
mass was successfully
removed.

Surgery

4/27/2011: You were scheduled to see a specialist
(a surgical oncologist, Dr. Jay Lee) who can remove
(resect) the mass from your lung through surgery.
He discussed your case with you. Based on your age;
the size and the location of the mass, surgical
resection has a good long-term prognosis. You decide
to have the surgery.

T oday: You will meet with Dr. Lee in 12 days for
a follow-up visit. Even though the tumor was
removed, you may consider additional types of
treatment to ensure all cancer cells are killed.

Imaging
study

Next
steps

5/15/2011: Another computed tomography
(CT) imaging study was done to confirm
the removal of the tumor. We also used
positron emission tomography (PET) to
look for additional tumor activity in your
lymph nodes. No further cancer was found.

News for you

4/27/2011: Surgical consult report

Clinical trials of interest

6/29/2011: CT scans
significantly more
effective than chest Xrays in reducing lung
cancer deaths (UCLA)

History of present illness: The patient is small cell lung cancer with TTF-1
a 48-year-old chronic smoker who
positive staining
on
See info from
PubMedHealth
recently quit, with historyRight
of basallower
cell
immunohistochemistry.
Pulmonary
lobe
carcinomas of the skin. On April 11,
function tests on April 23, 2011,
2011, the patient went toThe
see his
revealed
right lung
is an FEV1 of 1.81 (91%) and
primary care physician, complaining of DLCO of 63%. He had a treadmill stress
divided intotest
three
Lymph
node
a persistent cough and hemoptysis.
for an unrelated
condition
on
ight lung had poor
The patient was also experiencing
August 14, 2010,Rwhich
separate regions,
Upper lobe
prolonged fatigue. Given the
exercise tolerance
due to shortness of
Middle lobe
called the upper
individual’s smoking history, a chest CT breath. HoweverLower
thatlobe
examination did
was ordered. The imaging
studymiddle
of
not
reveal any EKG or clinical findings
lobe,
lobe,
Diaphragm
April 13, 2011 revealed a 42 x 33 mm
suggestive of ischemia.
The patient is
and lower lobe.
right lower lobe lung mass. There was
referred regarding further management
Anatomy of the respiratory system, showing the trachea and both lungs and
of his recently diagnosed lung cancer.
also a left lower paratracheal
lymph
their lobes and airways. Lymph nodes and the diaphragm are also shown.
node measuring 11 mm in
size.isThere
Oxygen
inhaled into the
lungs
and passes
through Hyperthyroidism
the thin membranes of
Past
medical
history:
the alveoli
and into the bloodstream (see inset). Source: NCI (direct link)
was a nonspecific right lower
lobe
that was treated with radioactive iodine
ground glass opacity measuring
therapy. He is currently hypothyroid.
approximately 1.5 cm in size. There are Hypertension.
also other nonspecific ground glass
Past surgical history: Multiple skin
opacities in the right upper lobe. He
surgeries for basal cell carcinoma.
had a transthoracic needle biopsy
performed on April 23, 2011, of the left Peripheral vascular disease.
lower lung mass that revealed
moderately differentiated Stage IIA
non-

Current clinical trials in your
Mayo and
Clinic results that relate to
area
your condition are shown below.
You can click on a description to
retrieve more information.

6/22/2011: UCLA Lung
Cancer Program updates
(UCLA JCCC)
6/21/2011: Cigarette
warnings get graphic
(American Lung
Association)

Search for keywords

Trachea

Study for previously untreated
Le ft lung
subjects
with non-small cell lung
Upper lobe
cancer
Loweror
lobesmall cell lung cancer
Phase II

Ipilmumab

Active

Lucanix vaccine therapy in non-small
cell lung cancer following front-line
chemotherapy
Artery
Vein

Phase III

Bronchiole
Alveoli

Lucanix

Recruiting

Effect of low molecular weight
Heparin: Tinzaparin in lung tumours
(TILT)
Phase III

Tinazaparin

Recruiting

RUMI (Retrieving
Understandable Medical
Information) provides context
around a patient’s process of
care and his/her EHR.
 Maps the contents of a patient’s record
to medical problems and the process of
care so that correct information is given
at the right time
 For instance, patients recently diagnosed with
cancer vs. those who are post-treatment require
different information

 Enables informaticians and physicians to
understand what information and
questions patients have about their
disease and care

Los Angeles PRISMS Center
Pediatric Research with Integrated Sensor Monitoring Systems
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What if you could predict ahead of time, for a
given individual, an asthma attack, and
mitigate if not prevent it?

The Los Angeles PRISMS
Center is an interdisciplinary
effort to understand
pediatric asthma
 U54 mHealth informatics center
focused on integration platforms to
support research and clinical care.
 Comprehensive view of the disease
involving sensors (environmental,
personal) and the EHR to elucidate
individual behaviors and asthma
triggers.
 Three interacting projects around
secure sensor platforms, data
integration and analysis, and field
testing with predictive models.

Self-reported
symptoms, behaviors

Automated, scheduled
data collection

Targeted
material

About your
asthma…

Child and/or
caregiver

Risk assessment
and warnings

Healthcare
provider feedback

Real-time
environmental data
U01
sensors

BREATHE: Biomedical REAl-Time Health Evaluation

Data collection design
workbench, deployment
dashboards

Tailored predictive model
development and
application

There’s an old joke about pilots and the
future plane cockpit…

CO2
NOX
SO2

Sensor discovery and
configuration
Automatic, secure data
upload to the cloud

Integrated,
synchronized
data views

U24 Data Center

Real-time
analysis

Electronic health
record (EHR)
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